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Due to the high density storage demand coming from applications from different domains, 3D NAND flash is

becoming a promising candidate to replace 2D NAND flash as the dominant non-volatile memory. However,

denser 3D NAND presents various performance and reliability issues, which can be addressed by the 3D

NAND specific full-sequence program (FSP) operation. The FSP programs multiple pages simultaneously to

mitigate the performance degradation caused by the long latency 3D NAND baseline program operations.

However, the FSP-enabled 3D NAND-based SSDs introduce lifetime degradation due to the larger write

granularities accessed by the FSP. To address the lifetime issue, in this paper, we propose and experimentally

evaluate Centaur, a heterogeneous 2D/3D NAND heterogeneous SSD, as a solution. Centaur has three main

components: a lifetime-aware inter-NAND request dispatcher, a lifetime-aware inter-NAND work stealer, and

a data migration strategy from 2D NAND to 3D NAND. We used twelve SSD workloads to compare Centaur

against a state-of-the-art 3D NAND-based SSD with the same capacity. Our experimental results indicate

that the SSD lifetime and performance are improved by 3.7x and 1.11x , respectively, when using our 2D/3D

heterogeneous SSD.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Solid state drives (SSDs) have become a popular storage option in many application domains,

ranging from embedded computing, handheld devices to high-performance computing [16, 20,

27, 31, 40, 44, 58], largely because of their superior random access performance and compact

form-factors. In fact, NAND-based SSDs can offer ultra high-density storage for space-constrained

devices, such as compact computers, smartphones and tablets. For example, the maximum storage

capacity of Apple iPhone [13] increased from 8 GB to 512 GB in 10 years, but its form factor did

not improve significantly. This ever-increasing storage density is mainly achieved by reducing

the 2D NAND memory node and increasing the number of stored bits per node. However, these
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density-increasing techniques have already reached the point of diminishing returns, as the higher

bit density makes the 2D NAND flash less reliable, also shortening its lifetime. For example, the

lifetime of TLC 2D NAND is 6x to 10x lower than that of multi-level cell (MLC) 2D NAND flash [26].

In addition, as the NAND technology shrunk from 50 nm to 20 nm, the bit error rate per NAND

page increased by 416x , making 2D NAND unreliable and requiring costly error corrections [49].

To address these challenges, the industry is embracing 3D NAND technology in various SSD

systems. Instead of shrinking memory technology beyond the limit, 3D NAND vertically stacks

charge trap or floating gate memory cells, thereby securing higher storage capacity with better

reliability [32, 36, 37, 52, 56]. For example, 96-layer QLC-based 3D NAND [50] provides 21x higher

density compared to 2D TLC NAND [47].

Although 3D NAND alleviates some of the reliability concerns in 2D NAND, it still possesses the

2D NAND multi-bit cell performance problems, and also introduces new reliability issues. Before

discussing the issues in 3D NAND, it will help to explain the intricacies of a program operation

in 2D and 3D NAND flash. Both 2D and 3D NAND flash enable only one bit to be programmed

(written) at a time in a pre-defined order. The order is from bit 0 to bit n − 1, where n stands for

the number of bits per single cell (the n values for MLC and TLC are 2 and 3, respectively). The

performance overheads in programming a multi-bit cell can be mainly attributed to two reasons:

(a) redundant read operations of the bits programmed previously in the same cell, and (b) cell

voltage computations that combine the old bits along with the new bit to program an additional

bit. Hence, as the number of bits per cell increases further, the performance overhead involved

in programming a multi-bit cell grows, thereby degrading the overall performance. On the other

hand, the newly-introduced reliability issues in 3D NAND stem mainly from the page-indexing

mechanism aggravated by the cell charge loss [24].

To overcome these 3D NAND issues, the 3D NAND manufacturers implement a technique called

the full-sequence program (FSP) [32, 36, 37]. The FSP can program n bits, from bit 0 to bit n − 1,
into a cell “simultaneously", and its latency is nearly the same as the baseline program, since

there is no necessity to read and compute the previous bits. Additionally, as the FSP stores data

concurrently (averting the intermediate data), some of the reliability concerns [14, 18] in 3D NAND

are automatically addressed by the FSP. However, utilizing the FSP in SSD brings up a lifetime

concern. This is because the FSP operates in the order of 100 KiloByte granularity. As a result, it

causes large amounts of data being written into the 3D NAND, irrespective of the original write

request granularity, thereby effecting the SSD lifetime. One would think that this lifetime problem

could be addressed by buffering the smaller write requests in an SSD-internal memory (DRAM)

and accumulating the writes till they reach the FSP granularity. However, this mechanism is not a

feasible solution as modern file systems [9, 11] and databases [8] force the storage systems to flush

the DRAM-cached data to the storage media periodically (30 seconds or less) to prevent data loss

due to power failures.

The FSP significantly increases the I/O unit size, making it larger than that in any 2D NAND

technology. We observed that this large I/O unit size in turn wastes 91.6% storage space per page,

and ultimately consumes 4.4x more lifetime than the conventional 2D NAND.While 2D single-level-

cell (SLC) NAND does not have the multi-bit reliability issues that we have previously mentioned,

the density of 2D SLC NAND is much smaller than that of 3D TLC NAND. Consequently, neither

2D nor 3D NAND alone can provide a reliable high-density compact SSD. To build a highly-reliable

and high-density compact SSD, one promising option is, therefore, to integrate 2D SLC NAND and

3D TLC NAND.

In this paper, we propose Centaur, a novel heterogeneous architecture that integrates 2D SLC

NAND and 3D TLC NAND within a “single" SSD device. Specifically, Centaur addresses the I/O

unit size problem by guaranteeing that the small granularity write requests are processed by the
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Fig. 1. Overview of a NAND-based SSD.

2D SLC NAND. Also, Centaur balances the lifetimes of the 2D NAND and 3D NAND via data

migration and request redirection. Therefore, Centaur preserves the higher reliability and density

of the 3D NAND, averting the lifetime problems caused by small granularity write requests. While

Centaur is primarily optimized for lifetime, performance is also improved as a side-effect. To our

knowledge, this is the first work that integrates 2D NAND flash and 3D NAND flash in the same

SSD. Since lifetime optimization is the main target of Centaur and lifetime in SSDs is consumed

by write operations, our main targeted workloads are write-intensive ones. Note however that

read-dominated workloads are also slightly improved as a result of our approach.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• It provides insight into how the performance and lifetime of 3D NAND are affected by the

full-sequence program (FSP). Through our experimental evaluations, it is observed that the small

granularity write requests have a severe negative impact on 3D NAND chips, in terms of both

performance and lifetime.

• To address the lifetime issue caused by the FSP, we propose Centaur, a heterogeneous 2D/3D

NAND SSD architecture. Centaur has three novel components: (a) a lifetime-aware inter-NAND

request dispatcher, (b) a lifetime-aware inter-NAND work stealer, and (c) a data migration strategy

from 2DNAND to 3DNAND. The dispatcher employs a dynamically-adjustable threshold to prevent

small granularity write requests from being dispatched to 3D NAND. The inter-NAND work stealer

balances the lifetimes through the request redirection from the 3D NAND chips to the 2D NAND

chips, in case the 2D NAND or 3D NAND fails early. Finally, the data migration prevents the 2D

NAND from running out of capacity, and it balances the lifetimes of the 2D NAND and 3D NAND

by migrating the 2D NAND’s data to the 3D NAND.

•We investigate the ideal chip layout for Centaur, and conclude that both NAND type chips

should be evenly distributed across available channels to achieve better performance and longer

lifetime. Our detailed experimental analysis indicates that, under iso-capacity, the lifetime and

performance are improved by 3.7x and 1.11x , respectively, over the baseline (state-of-the-art) 3D
NAND flash, since the FSP-utilized 3D NAND chips in Centaur are not negatively impacted by small

write requests. Further, our comparison of Centaur (which is a heterogeneous 2D/3D SSD) against

a state-of-the-art SLC/MLC hybrid 2D SSD indicates 5x and 1.5x improvements, respectively, in

lifetime and performance. To our knowledge, this paper presents the first detailed performance and

lifetime evaluation of an integrated 2D/3D NAND flash.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 SSD Organization
A NAND-based solid-state disk (SSD) [15, 33, 48] contains three basic components, namely, (a) a

set of NAND chips, (b) a volatile memory, DRAM, and (c) an SSD controller, which are shown in

Figure 1. The NAND chips are connected by channels, and each channel can transfer commands

and data between the controller and a NAND chip independently to process the requests in parallel.
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The NAND chips from different manufacturers share the same standardized interface and pin

definitions, called Open NAND Flash Interface (ONFI) [3]. Hence, as long as the NAND chips are

ONFI-compliant, they can be integrated into one SSD. Each NAND chip contains several dies, and

each die has typically 2 to 4 NAND planes. A NAND plane is composed of n blocks, and n can be as

large as 4,096, depending on the density of the NAND employed. Each block has multiple word

lines, which are denoted byW -0 toW -m. A word line is composed of hundreds of thousands of

NAND cells, which is up to 16K ∗ 8 cells per word line. In the triple-level cell (TLC) technology, one

flash cell contains up to 3-bit information, and as a result, a 16KB NAND-cell word line provides

three 16KB NAND pages, which are shown as P-3, P-4, and P-5 in Figure 1. A NAND cell can

tolerate a limited number of program (write) and erase (clear) operations (PE cycle), ranging from

1,500 to 100,000. If the number of erase operations on a NAND cell exceeds this limit, the cell is

worn out and can no longer store data. Current consumer TLC 3D NAND SSDs [4–6] can only be

written 300 to 1,000 times [calculated by (Total Byte Written)/(SSD capacity)] in a 3-year warranty

period. The number of times the new higher-density 3D NAND chips can be written is expected to

be lower than the current ones.

The volatile DRAM-based memory is employed in an SSD as a buffer to store the data being

written into SSD and also other mapping meta-data viz, mapping table. The SSD controller, which

runs the flash translation layer (FTL) [17, 28, 34, 39], mainly processes the read/write requests. The

FTL provides the virtual-to-physical address translation demanded by the “erase-before-program"

property of NAND flash. This constraint requires an erase operation to be performed before a

page can be reprogrammed (rewritten). However, in SSDs, the erase operation is performed at a

block-granularity. Hence, multiple pages have to be erased for the in-place page re-program (write).

Therefore, an “out-place-update" strategy is used to reduce the erase operation overhead by writing

the data into another page and tracking the location through an address translation mapping table.

Modern SSDs mainly use page-level (mapping table) FTLs, since it provides the best performance

and longest NAND chip lifetime. Though our design is based on page-level FTL, it can be extended

to other FTLs with little modification.

Due to the "out-place-update" strategy adopted in SSDs, Garbage Collection (GC) algorithms

are employed in the FTL to reclaim the invalid pages, which contain the older versions of data.

Since the erase operation is at the block granularity, all valid pages in a to-be-erased block are

copied to other blocks to prevent any loss of valid-data. More specifically, GC contains four steps:

(a) selecting the victim block, (b) reading the valid pages from the victim block, (c) writing the valid

pages to other blocks, and (d) erasing the victim block. In a page-level FTL, the simplest victim

block selection algorithm is picking the block with the maximum number of invalid pages. More

sophisticated selection algorithms can be found in [42, 55].

2.2 3D NAND Chip
2.2.1 The density
The high density of 3D NAND is achieved by two design decisions, (a) the layered architecture

and (b) more bits per cell. As a result, a multi-layer 3D NAND accommodates more number of

pages per block, and this increase in the number of pages per block in turn causes the “big block"

problem [43, 57], where the number of valid pages to be copied during GC increases significantly,

thereby increasing the GC overhead, and ultimately resulting in severe performance penalties.

Besides the FTLmanagement overheads, the layered architecture increases program disturbance [51]

across the pages in different layers. On the other hand, increasing bits per cell allows more pages

being programmed into one word line; however, to correctly program data, a more precise (but

slower) cell programming technique needs to be implemented in 3D NAND. Both density-improved
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Fig. 2. Overview of program operations.

designs increase the difficulty to correctly program data into cells; and as a result, the program

latencies are significantly prolonged. Therefore, to mitigate such write performance degradation,

the 3D NAND manufacturers implement the full-sequence program (FSP), which can program

multiple pages simultaneously. Note that the FSP operation has been proposed long before the

appearance of 3D NAND [21, 45], but the shorter voltage distribution of the 3D NAND cells has

made the FSP implementation practical now.

2.2.2 Full-sequence program (FSP)
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Before discussing the FSP, let us look at the various other program operations.

Figures 2a and 2b show, respectively, the program latency and granularity of

various program operations. The program latency can be broken into two parts:

(a) data transfer time across the channel and (b) the program operation time

inside the chip. Typically, the data transfer time is shorter than the program

latency. The baseline program operation can only program one page in a

plane, and the other planes are idle and cannot process any other operations

meanwhile. To better utilize all the NAND die resources, amulti-plane program

(MPP) operation is introduced, where the pages in the both planes can be

programmed simultaneously with the constraint that the two pages have to

be in the same relative positions in the corresponding planes or in the same

block, depending on the manufacturer [1, 2]. Cache program (CP) operation,

depicted in part 3 of Figure 2b, hides the data transfer time from the chip; so, a

sequential page program operation to the same plane can have a slightly higher

throughput, but the program latency for each page remains the same. The FSP

operation is essentially an enhanced cache page operation, but the program

latency is highly reduced due to the elimination of the redundant voltage checking across the page

program operations. However, it has the constraint that the programmed pages must share the

same word line. A detailed analysis of this is given later in Section 3.

Different program operations can be combined together to provide better performance and

higher reliability. For example, the MPP can be combined with the cache program and the FSP.

Figure 3 illustrates an operation that combines the FSP and the MPP. This combined operation

can fully utilize the intra-die parallelism (IDP) and achieve a very high throughput, but it also

suffers from the same issues as the FSP. Hence, we refer to all the pages being programmed in the

combined operation as “IDP (program) unit."
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3 MOTIVATION
As discussed in Section 2.2, utilizing the FSP in a 3D NAND can provide high performance [18],

but the SSD lifetime may be negatively impacted. To provide an insight into how performance and

lifetime are affected by the FSP and the distinct NAND dies, we performed single 2D single-level-cell

(SLC) and 3D triple-level-cell (TLC) NAND die comparisons (iso-die count) with and without the

intra-die parallelism (IDP), which is explained in Section 2.2.2. In addition, the performance and

lifetime comparisons under the same total capacity (referred to as iso-capacity) are conducted as

well. The reason to conduct iso-capacity comparisons is to show that a single 3D NAND die cannot

outperform the same capacity multiple 2D NAND dies, owing to the degraded 3D NAND multi-die

parallelism. That is, compared to a single 3D NAND die, multiple 2D NAND dies can process a

higher number of read/write requests independently in parallel. However, a SSD with only a single

3D NAND die can be more compact than the one with multiple 2D NAND dies. With the iso-die

count and iso-capacity comparison results, one can see the whole picture of the performance and

lifetime impacts.

2D NAND

3D NAND

(1) (3)(2)

Same number of dies

Same capacity

SSD

Fig. 4. Chip configuration.

Figure 4 shows the various configurations being compared. (1)

and (2) illustrate the block diagrams for the iso-die count config-

urations, while (2) and (3) give the iso-capacity configurations for

the 2D and 3D NAND dies. The relevant parameters for the 2D

and 3D NAND chips are given in Table 2. The performance and

lifetime comparisons are conducted by using random pattern write

requests with different granularities, from 4KB to 2MB. Figures 5a

and 5b plot the throughput and lifetime comparisons, respectively,

under all configurations with and without the IDP. The black lines

indicate the configurations without the IDP, and the red lines correspond to those with the IDP.

The 3D NAND IDP includes both the full-sequence program and multi-plane program operations;

but, 2D NAND IDP has only multi-plane program operation due to the 2D SLC cell
1
.

Figure 5a-i gives the throughput
2
comparison with small write request granularities. Without

the IDP, a 3D NAND die has a lower write throughput compared to that of a 2D NAND die, due to

its longer write latency. Multiple 2D dies outperform others in throughput due to the multi-die

parallelism. With the IDP, the throughputs of (1) and (3) increase when the write granularities are

larger than the IDP unit, and the throughputs of these two configurations decrease when the write

granularities are smaller than the IDP unit. This is because the write requests are amplified into

larger granularities; as a result, fewer writes can be processed simultaneously. On the contrary, the

1
We observed similar results with the 2D MLC cells as well. As a result, the comparisons between 2D MLC and 3D MLC are

omitted.

2
The IOPS is measured by the number of processed IOs per second. Hence, workloads with large writes, whose total write

latency is longer, has a low IOPS compared to the workloads with small writes.
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throughput of a single 3D die configuration drops to a minimal, owing to the much larger “IDP

unit" granularity.

Figure 5a-ii shows the throughput comparison with the large write request granularities. Without

the IDP, the trend is similar to the small granularity case. With the IDP, on the other hand, a single

3D NAND die outperforms a single 2D NAND die and shortens the performance gap between

the multiple 2D NAND dies. In summary, the IDP improves the performance of large writes but

degrades the performance of small writes.

Figure 5b plots the spent-lifetime
3
comparison under all the configurations considered, with and

without the IDP. Let us define the spent-lifetime:

l2D =

∑P2D
i=1

∑B2D
j=1 e2Dij

P2D ∗ B2D ∗ E2D
, l3D =

∑P3D
i=1

∑B3D
j=1 e3Dij

P3D ∗ B3D ∗ E3D
. (1)

Equation (1) above is used to calculate the spent-lifetime of the 2D and 3D NAND chips, l2D and

l3D , respectively. P2D and P3D are the total number of 2D and 3D planes, respectively. Note that one

3D NAND die contains only one plane instead two or more, since an “IDP unit" program operation

always writes all planes in a die using the multi-plane operation. B2D and B3D in Equation (1)

indicate the number of blocks per 2D plane and 3D plane, respectively, and E2D and E3D indicate

the program/erase (PE) cycles that can be performed in a 2D and 3D block, respectively. Also, e2Dij
and e3Dij represent the number of erase operations performed for the jth block in the ith plane, for

2D NAND and 3D NAND, respectively. Note that e2Dij and e3Dij are already maintained by modern

SSDs to track whether a block is worn out.

The lifetime differences across the configurations are negligible except in the single 3D NAND

die case with small write granularity, which is much worse than the other two cases. The reason is

that the small granularity write requests are amplified to fit into the “IDP unit", so the program

operations are performed with a small amount of valid data all the time, and consequently, the

IDP-enabled 3D NAND die’s lifetime is shortened dramatically compared to the one without the

IDP. Therefore, the small granularity write requests should avoid being executed by the IDP-enabled

3D NAND dies.

To quantify whether the performance degradation and lifetime reduction brought by the small

granularity write requests in the IDP-enabled 3D NAND can be important in practice, the fraction

of small granularity write requests is plotted in Figure 6, where the real workloads from [38] are

analyzed. More details about our workloads can be found in Table 1. The write request granularities

of all the workloads are dominated by the request sizes smaller than 64KB, and some workloads,

such as prn_1, prxy_0 and proj_1, are even dominated by the write granularities smaller than 4KB.

Therefore, one can expect an IDP-enabled 3D NAND-based SSD to perform quite poorly under

such workloads, in terms of both performance and lifetime.

Considering the results from Figures 4, 5a, and 5b, one can conclude that the IDP-enabled 3D

NAND-based SSDs introduce both performance and lifetime problems, and the lifetime problem is

3
The total written data across the workloads with different granularities are 24GB. We use “lifetime" and “spent-lifetime"

interchangeably.
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more severe than the performance problem. In addition, although the same-capacity 2D NAND-

based SSD does not have the mentioned problems, the density of the 2D NAND-based SSD is much

lower than the density of the 3D NAND-based SSD. Motivated by these observations, we next

propose a 2D/3D heterogeneous SSD architecture that accommodates both 2D and 3D NAND chips

with the goal of achieving both longer lifetime and better performance. Note however that, as

shown in Figures 5a and 5b, Centaur is mainly tuned to improve lifetime since, as stated above, the

lifetime problem is more severe than the performance problem. The performance is improved as a

side-effect of employing 2D SLC chips.

4 CENTAUR OVERVIEW
We propose Centaur to address the performance and lifetime issues caused by the 3D NAND

chips with the enabled intra die parallelism (IDP), as discussed in Section 3. Since the lifetime

issue is more severe than the performance issue, our design is mainly optimized for lifetime. A

physical view of the proposed SSD architecture is provided in Figure 7a. Both 2D and 3D NAND

chips are placed across all channels to fully utilize the multi-die parallelism; as a result, more

requests can be serviced in parallel. We discussed and compared another possible NAND chip

layout in Section 6.1. The 2D NAND used in Centaur is single-level-cell (SLC), while 3D NAND is

multi-level-cell (MLC) or triple-level cell (TLC). The reason behind the decision is that only 2D

SLC (not MLC or TLC) NAND performs better than 3D NAND in terms of both performance and

lifetime. The main difference between 3D NAND in Centaur and conventional 2D NAND is that

the IDP-enabled 3D NAND can use the FSP, which is not available in the 2D NAND.

In addition to the architectural changes, the FTL management in SSD controller in Centaur also

needs to be modified, since the conventional SSD management is not designed for heterogeneous

(2D and 3D) chips. Note that the naive cache-based management (shown in Figure 7b-1), which

uses 2D as cache, is not a promising solution. This is because, when the limited-capacity 2D chips

are full, there will be excessive data movements from 2D to 3D, and ultimately, the lifetime of 2D

would significantly reduce. To be more specific, the larger requests, which can be processed by 3D

chips without lifetime degradation, will fill out the 2D chips quickly; as a result, owing to the data

evacuations, the requests will end up being redundantly processed by both 2D and 3D. Therefore,

to prevent such lifetime degradation, Centaur should dispatch some requests directly to 3D without

passing through 2D.
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Fig. 8. The write request processing.

To address the mentioned lifetime issue, Centaur employs three different FTL functions, which

are shown in Figure 7b-2: (a) a lifetime-aware inter-NAND request dispatcher, (b) a lifetime-aware

inter-NAND work stealer, and (c) a data migration strategy. The dispatcher directs the requests to

both 2D and 3D, according to a dynamically-adjustable dispatch condition (DC); hence, the excess

data evacuations can be prevented. However, such a dynamic dispatcher may still not be optimal

since it is agnostic to the number of queued requests per chip and the amount of valid data in

the chips. As a result, it can introduce imbalanced loads across chips, which in turn shortens the

overall lifetime. That is, a chip, which receives more writes, triggers more GC operations, and the

GC frequency increases, as the amount of valid data in the chip increases, thereby degrading the

lifetime. Figure 7c reveals that, under the same workload, a chip’s lifetime is shortened significantly

in the case of a larger amount of valid data. To address this issue, we propose a uni-direction

inter-NAND work stealer and data migration. These two FTL functions are exclusively enabled

by another dynamically varied threshold, referred to as migration and stealing condition (MSC).

Therefore, a balanced amount of valid data can be achieved; hence, the lifetime balance between

2D and 3D can be improved, eventually prolonging the overall SSD lifetime. More details about the

request indirection and the overheads are covered in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.

5 CENTAUR DETAILS
5.1 Lifetime-Aware Inter-NAND Dispatcher
Figure 8 depicts the request processing flow. Based on the dynamically-adjustable dispatch condition

(DC), as depicted in Figure 8, our dispatcher sends the write requests to 2D or 3D (intra-)NAND

dispatchers. The DC is determined by the lifetime unevenness (captured by Equation (1) in Section 3)

between 2D NAND and 3D NAND. The goal of the dispatcher is to prolong the lifetime of 3D

NAND by dispatching small granularity write requests to 2D NAND.

Note that the request granularity itself cannot serve as the DC since the write requests may not

be aligned at the 3D “IDP unit" granularity; consequently, the small writes are still processed by

“IDP unit." Therefore, our dispatcher uses the 3D “IDP unit"-aligned sub-request granularity as the

DC instead. The example given in Figure 9 shows that the request granularity used as the DC can

perform worse than the aligned sub-request granularity. In Figure 9, we assume that the DC is

dynamically adjusted to 64KB. By using the request granularity as DC (Figure 9-1), the request A

will be sent to 3D NAND, since 72KB is larger than the DC, 64KB. However, if we use the aligned

“IDP unit" sub-request granularity as DC (as shown in Figure 9-2), the request A will be dispatched
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Fig. 9. The Dispatch condition (DC) example.

to 2D NAND, which can help us prevent the small granularity sub-request from being processed

by 3D NAND, thereby improving the 3D NAND lifetime. On the other hand, in Figure 9-1, the

requests B and C will be dispatched to 2D NAND separately. This is because 40KB is smaller than

the DC. However, the requests B and C can be combined as one request, which has an 80KB data

(Figure 9-2). Therefore, this combined request can be sent to the 3D NAND to balance the lifetimes

of 2D and 3D NAND. Note that the requests are queued in the SSD waiting for processing; so, the

data that belong to the same “IDP unit" are temporarily stored in the DRAM and can be combined

to form a larger request.

Dispatch condition (DC): DC is a dynamically-adjustable “threshold" determined by the total

lifetime spent by the 2D and 3D NAND. More specifically, a higher DC value means that the 3D

NAND chips will receive fewer sub-requests and each sub-request will be nearly full of written data.

Consequently, the 3D NAND chips’ lifetime will be prolonged owing to a fewer number of program

operations. However, the 2D NAND chips will receive more sub-requests, which shorten their

lifetime. In contrast, a lower DC value will result in more small granular requests being dispatched

to 3D NAND, and this will result in shorter 3D NAND lifetime. Hence, the DC plays a crucial role

as far as the lifetimes of both 2D and 3D NAND are concerned. To that end, in Centaur, we adjust

the DC value dynamically so that both 2D and 3D NAND chips will be worn out at the same pace.

The definition of the spent-lifetime is shown in Equation (1) in Section 3. Note that Equation (1)

only balances the coarser lifetime of 2D and 3D NAND, not the finer lifetime of the individual

2D/3D NAND chips. This is because the lifetimes of the homogeneous NAND chips are balanced

by the intra-NAND work stealers [53, 54] and wear-levelers [23, 25, 41, 46]. More specifically, the

intra-NAND work stealers are aware of the lifetime imbalance caused by the GC; so, the writes are

redirected to the chips with fewer GCs.

Based on the lifetime discussion above, Algorithm 1 shows how the dispatcher adjusts the DC

value. This algorithm assumes that the processed sub-requests are split from the requests and are

aligned at a “IDP unit" granularity. DspchCnt stands for the number of requests dispatched since

the last DC adjustment. The DC is only adjusted, once DspchCnt reaches Adj_threshold , where
Adj_threshold is a preset threshold value. The lifetimes of the 2D and 3D NAND are calculated

Algorithm 1: The inter-NAND dispatcher

Input: sreq: the “IDP unit"-aligned sub-request

1 DspchCnt ← DspchCnt + 1;
2 if Adj_threshold ≤ DspchCnt then
3 l2D ← calculate-lifetime();

4 l3D ← calculate-lifetime();

5 if l2D < l3D then
6 if DC < DCMax then DC ← DC + 512 Bytes ;

7 else
8 if DCMin < DC then DC ← DC − 512 Bytes ;

9 DspchCnt ← 0

10 if DC ≤ sreq .len then send-to-3D-dispatcher(sreq);
11 else send-to-2D-dispatcher(sreq);
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Algorithm 2: Inter-NAND Work Stealer

1 if v3D > v2D and is-any-2D-chip-idle () == T rue then
2 sreq3D ← find-oldest-3D-write-sreqs();

3 if sreq3D , NU LL then
4 remove-from-the-3D-qeue(sreq3D );

5 sreqs2D ←split-sreq-to-2D-granularity(sreq3D );

6 for sreq2D in sreqs2D do
7 send-to-2D-dispatcher(sreq2D );

using Equation (1). DCMax and DCMin are preset values, where the following equation is satisfied.

0KB < DCMin ≤ DC ≤ DCMax ≤ “IDP unit” size

5.2 The Lifetime-Aware Inter-NANDWork
Stealer and Data Migration

5.2.1 The work stealer
The write sub-requests dispatched by the inter-NAND dispatcher using the DC are pushed further

into the queues by the 2D/3D intra-NAND dispatcher [30, 35] (depicted in Figure 8), employed for

the 2D and 3D chips. In Centaur, we employ an inter-NAND work stealer (shown in Figure 8) to

balance the write sub-requests between the 2D and 3D NAND chips. Note that the intra-NAND

(homogeneous) work stealers have already been proposed in [30, 53, 54] to improve the 2D and 3D

NAND performances individually by balancing the number of queued write sub-requests. However,

the homogeneous work stealers will not work well for the heterogeneous NAND design adopted

in Centaur. This is because 2D and 3D NAND have distinct performance properties; as a result,

2D NAND can steal all requests from 3D NAND, which can in turn cause even severe lifetime

problems.

Our inter-NAND work stealer considers the distinct properties of the NAND chips to prolong

the lifetime of 3D NAND. The overall design of our inter-NAND work stealer has significant

ramifications on the lifetime of both the 2D and 3D NAND chips. This is because, if too many

write sub-requests are redirected from 3D NAND to 2D NAND, it will result in a large number of

“out-of-place" updates in 2D NAND, causing in turn more GCs to be triggered, owing to the limited

capacity of 2D NAND. This is why, in Centaur, we employ aMigration and Stealing Condition (MSC)

which dynamically decides if the write sub-requests are to be redirected from 3D to 2D NAND, or

the data already residing in 2D NAND need to be migrated to 3D NAND.

Our inter-NAND work stealer employs Equation (2) below to measure the percentage of valid

data in both 2D and 3D NAND to take an informed decision regarding the request redirection and

data migration. In Equation (2), v2D and v3D represent the average percentage of valid data across

the 2D and 3D NAND, respectively.

v2D =
2D valid pages

2D total pages

,v3D =
3D valid pages

3D total pages

. (2)

Based on the values of v2D and v3D , MSC enables either write request redirection or data

migration. If v2D > v3D , data migration is triggered from 2D to 3D NAND. However, if v3D > v2D ,
the write sub-requests are re-directed from 3D to 2D NAND. Such data migration/write redirection

by MSC reduces the number of GCs on 2D/3D NAND since it balances the percentages of valid

data across 2D/3D NANDs.

Algorithm 2 gives the write redirection algorithm employed in Centaur when v3D > v2D . The
granularity at which the write request redirection is triggered plays a crucial role in Centaur.

Though it is possible to trigger write redirection whenever v3D > v2D , it may not always be
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Algorithm 3:Migration in 2D NAND GC

Input: vblk : the victim 2D NAND block

1 if v2D > v3D then // Data migration
2 for paдe in vblk do
3 if is-valid-data(paдe ) then
4 data ← do-2D-read-sreq(paдe );
5 paдes ← get-other-related-2D-pages(paдe );
6 for p in paдes do
7 datap ←do-2D-read-sreq(p);
8 data ←coalesce(data, datap )

9 do-3D-write-sreq(data);

10 else // Baseline GC
11 for paдe in vblk do
12 if is-valid-data(paдe ) then
13 data ← do-2D-read-sreq(paдe );
14 do-2D-write-sreq(data);

15 do-2D-erase-sreq(vblk );

advisable to redirect write sub-requests, since a 2D NAND chip itself employs intra-NAND work

stealing to balance the sub-request queues for each NAND die. Hence, as derived in the algorithm,

we trigger the inter-NAND write redirection (work stealing) only when the 2D NAND chip is idle,

i.e., when we have no pending write requests in any 2D chips. Note that the sub-requests redirected

from 3D to 2D NAND need to be split into multiple 2D page granularity sub-requests due to the

distinct page granularities of 2D and 3D NAND, which is taken care of in line 5 of Algorithm 2.

5.2.2 Data migration
In Equation (2), if v2D > v3D , there is more percentage of valid data in the 2D NAND compared to

the 3D NAND. As a result, the subsequent writes to the 2D NAND will trigger GC more frequently,

causing potentially severe performance degradation and shortened lifetime. To avoid such scenarios,

Centaur pro-actively migrates the data already present in 2D NAND to 3D NAND. However, the

frequency of this migration plays a crucial role due to the 3D NAND “IDP unit." A page migrated

prematurely from 2D NAND to 3D NAND will result in more write operations to 3D NAND. Owing

to the out-of-place updates employed in NAND chips, such premature migration will cause the

subsequent writes to cause a higher write-amplification [29] at the coarse granular “IDP units,"

thereby worsening the lifetime of 3D NAND. Hence, this premature migration is an undesirable

artifact in Centaur. To avert this, we postpone the migration of data in 2D NAND to 3D NAND to

the farthest point possible, i.e., the GC itself.

Another important aspect of migrating data from 2D to 3D NAND is the disparity in program-

granularities between 2D NAND and 3D NAND. Just migrating one page from 2D to 3D NAND

would result in small granularity writes to 3D NAND, thereby shortening its lifetime. Therefore,

in Centaur, we propose multiple 2D pages to be coalesced into one “IDP unit" in 3D NAND while

migrating.

Algorithm 3 represents the updated 2D NAND GC algorithm which migrates the coalesced 2D

pages into a corresponding 3D NAND “IDP unit." Note that Algorithm 3 is described at a higher

level, since GC involves all basic NAND operations, read, write and erase; hence, Do-2D/3D-write-

sreq in line 9 and line 14 includes several FTL functions, such as the intra-NAND dispatcher and

intra-/inter-NAND work stealers.
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5.3 Write Indirection Caveat in Centaur
The request dispatch and write re-direction discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.1 can result in the

original data residing in one type of NAND, while the corresponding write request is being re-

directed to another NAND type. More specifically, although the original data may reside in 3D

NAND, the request dispatch or the write re-direction can cause the writes to be sent to 2D NAND.

Depending on the granularity of the re-directed write, the other parts of the valid data in the same

page may need to be fetched from a different NAND chip to ensure data integrity.

Let us assume as an example that data currently resides in 3D NAND, and 1 KB of the data are

updated by a small write request. This write request will be processed by 2D NAND due to its small

size. However, the 1 KB write request is typically smaller than the 2D page granularity, say 8KB.

Therefore, the remaining 7KB data has to be fetched (read) from the data located in the 3D NAND

chip to guarantee the “integrity" of the newly-written 2D NAND page. We want to emphasize

that such inter-NAND data fetches are warranted to maintain the integrity of data in Centaur.

Note also that, this is mainly for correctness, and we do not observe any significant impact on the

write performance, whose breakdown can be found in Figure 14 in Section 6.2.1. Specifically, these

additional read overheads are modeled in “2D Read" and “3D Read" in the write latency breakdown.

5.4 Overheads
Our Centaur design requires an extra 2D NAND mapping table apart from the 3D NAND mapping

table. The size of this 2D NAND mapping table is larger than that of its 3D counterpart, since the

2D NAND chips employ smaller pages. To address this overhead, DFTL [28] can be adopted, and as

a result, the mapping table is stored in the 2D NAND chips themselves. Thus, the overhead brought

by the meta-data mapping table can be significantly reduced.

6 EVALUATION
6.1 Experimental Setup
To evaluate Centaur, our heterogeneous 2D/3D NAND SSD architecture, we augmented the SSDSim

simulator [30] to model both 2D and 3D NAND chips. We used 12 write-dominated SSD traces [38]

for our evaluations, and the important characteristics of these traces are given in Table 1. This table

shows the number of read/write requests (in millions), the total amount of read/write data (in GBs),

and the amount of uniquely-accessed read/write data (in GBs). Table 1 shows that our workload

traces exhibit diverse characteristics.

In Centaur, to cover the entire spectrum of design space in terms of the heterogeneous NAND

chip organization, we ran the following 3 configurations: (a) iso-capacity, (b) iso-die count (iso-area),

reqs (in data coverage
millions) (in GBs) (in GBs)

trace read write read write read write
hm_1 0.58 0.028 8.476 0.553 1.53 1.11

prn_0 0.602 4.983 13.12 45.96 3.72 12.38

prn_1 8.464 2.77 181.35 30.78 73.78 11.52

proj_0 0.527 3.697 8.97 144.26 1.74 1.65

proj_1 21.143 2.497 750.36 25.57 693.5 9.03

proj_2 25.642 3.625 1015.9 168.68 409.37 155.13

prxy_0 0.384 12.135 3.04 53.8 0.19 0.25

src1_1 43.576 2.17 1485.6 30.34 116.69 4.16

src1_2 0.484 1.424 8.82 44.14 1.55 0.65

stg_1 1.4 0.796 79.52 5.98 79.42 0.39

usr_1 41.426 3.858 2079.2 56.12 651.16 24.56

usr_2 8.575 1.995 415.28 26.46 377.8 10.02

Table 1. Important characteristics of our workloads.
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Fig. 10. Evaluated chip layouts and configurations.

3D NAND chip parameters [36]
(Read, Program, Erase) (70µs, 900µs, 10ms)

(Die, Plane, Block, Page) (1, 2, 1437, 768)

(Page size, Cell density) (16KB, 3 bits per cell)

Program/Erase (PE) cycle 5000

(Chip capacity, IDP unit size) (32 GB, 96KB)

2D NAND chip parameters [2]
(Read, Program, Erase) (35µs, 350µs, 1.5ms)

(Die, Plane, Block, Page) (1, 2, 2048, 128)

(Page size, Cell density) (8KB, 1 bit per cell)

Program/Erase (PE) cycle 60000

Chip capacity 4 GB

2D NAND chip parameters for extra-chip config [2]

(Die, Plane, block, Page) (1, 2, 1024 (512, 2048), 128)

Chip capacity 2 GB (1 GB, 4 GB)

SSD parameters
FTL for both NAND type Page-level & IDP-unit-level

Victim block selection max# invalid pages

(GC trigger threshold, DRAM) (5%, 64MB)

Transfer time per byte 5ns

(Over provision, Initial data) (25%, 50%)

(DCInit ial , DCMax , DCMin ) (72KB, 88KB, 32KB)

DCAdj_threshold 1000

Intra-NAND wear-leveler BET-based [23, 41]

Table 2. Characteristics of the evaluated SSDs.

and (c) extra-chip. In the iso-capacity configuration, the total capacity of the heterogeneous 2D/3D

NAND SSD and those of the homogeneous 2D and 3D NAND SSDs are the same. Due to the capacity

difference between the 2D and 3D NAND chips, one 3D NAND chip [36] is replaced with eight 2D

NAND chips [2]. The iso-capacity configuration is the “fairest comparison" regarding the lifetime,

even though the occupied areas by different configurations are different. This is because a larger

capacity means more blocks and pages in an SSD, which decreases the GC frequency, thereby

prolonging the SSD lifetime. Therefore, the iso-capacity comparisons are conducted to avoid such

unfairness.

In the iso-die count comparison, the number of NAND chips in the heterogeneous and homoge-

neous SSDs are the same; but, the total capacities of these SSDs are different. This capacity disparity,

as mentioned before, makes both lifetime and throughput comparisons unfair. However, Centaur

can still outperform the baseline in most of the workloads tested.

The extra-chip configuration is used to conduct sensitivity tests on cases where the capacity

of 2D NAND flash takes smaller shares (3% and 6%) of the overall SSD capacity. Note that the

iso-capacity and iso-die configurations cannot be used to conduct such sensitivity test. This is

because, changing the contribution of 2D NAND to the overall capacity also alters other factors,

such as the total chip count and the overall capacity; hence, the extra-chip configuration is used in

this sensitivity test. These three configurations are depicted in Figure 10. Note that, to perform a fair

comparison, all these configurations share the same number of channels. The detailed parameters

of these configurations are given in Table 2. Note also that the characteristics of our baseline 3D
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Fig. 11. Spent-lifetime comparison under the iso-capacity configuration.

NAND SSD are similar to those of the state-of-the-art SSDs, such as Crucial BX300 240 GB [5], and

Toshiba TR200 240 GB [6]; they also employ 8 32GB 3D dies.

6.2 Experimental Results
6.2.1 The iso-capacity comparison
The iso-capacity comparison is expected to reveal the lifetime and performance improvements

brought by Centaur compared to a homogeneous 3D NAND-based SSD (baseline). Here, the

results of two different NAND chip layouts, shared- and dedicated-channels, for proposed SSD

are presented. The best iso-capacity setting, 2D NAND-based SSD, is shown as a “reference" to

measure how well the proposed SSD fares in comparison.

Spent-lifetime: Figure 11a shows the spent-lifetime comparison, normalized to the case with

a conventional 2D NAND-based SSD. The heterogeneous SSD spent-lifetime is calculated by the

equation:

spent-li f etime =max(l2D , l3D ), (3)

where the definitions of l2D and l3D are as in Equation (1). As can be observed from Figure 11a,

the 2D NAND-based SSD performs the best, due to the small page granularity it employs and

fewer GC copy operations it incurs, compared to the others. Also, both of our two heterogeneous

SSD configurations outperform the conventional 3D NAND-based SSD. This is because the 2D

NAND chips in the heterogeneous SSDs can execute the small writes, thereby not causing the

write-amplification for the 3D NAND “IDP unit." It can also be observed that similar improvements

are achieved by both the heterogeneous SSD configurations, since the dispatcher, work stealer and

migrator in Centaur are independent of the underlying NAND chip layout. On average, the lifetime

of the shared-channel heterogeneous SSD is 3.7x longer compared to the baseline.

Regarding the individual workloads, the spent-lifetime reductions on some workloads, such as

prxy_0 and stg_1, are significantly higher than those of the other workloads. The reason is that

the average write granularities of those workloads (shown in Table 1) are quite small (about 7KB);

as a result, the spent-lifetime of these workloads is significantly degraded by these (small) writes.

Hence, dispatching these small writes to the 2D NAND chips of Centaur can significantly reduce

the amount of the spent-lifetime. In contrast, since the other workloads, such as proj_0 and proj_2,

are not dominated by the small writes, the spent-lifetime of these workloads cannot be significantly

reduced. Overall, Centaur can, in general, improve the SSD spent-lifetime of all workloads, and the

spent-lifetime of small write-dominated workloads can be significantly reduced.

Figure 11b plots the write amplification (WA) comparison. The WA is defined as follows:

WA =
the total bytes being written

the total bytes by write requests

. (4)

The WA values for the heterogeneous SSDs are close to those for the 2D NAND-based SSD and are

much smaller than those for the 3D NAND-based SSD. This is because the 2D NAND chips in the
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Fig. 12. The breakdown of erase operations under the iso-capacity configuration.

heterogeneous SSD reduce the potential write amplification caused by the small writes to the 3D

NAND “IDP unit."

Figure 12 shows the average number of erase operations executed across blocks by each NAND

type. As can be observed, in the heterogeneous SSDs, 2D NAND experiences more erase operations

than 3D NAND. This is because, Centaur balances the total lifetime, not the average number of

erase operations. In general, since the 2D SLC NAND lifetime is much longer than that of the 3D

NAND, it can endure a larger number of erase operations. As a result, Centaur performs very well

in terms of the overall lifetime.

Performance: The throughput improvements brought by our proposed SSD design are quan-

tified in Figure 13a. As can be observed, both of our proposed SSDs perform better than the

3D-NAND based SSD in all the workloads tested, and the shared-channel one outperforms the

dedicated-channel one. This is because the shared-channel SSD can process the requests in parallel.

In contrast, the dedicated-channel heterogeneous SSD limits the channels being accessed in parallel

across the 2D and 3D NAND chips. On average, the proposed SSD is 1.11x faster than the 3D

NAND-based SSD, but 1.9x slower than the 2D NAND-based SSD, due to the high multi-chip

parallelism exhibited by the 2D NAND SSD.
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Fig. 13. Comparisons under the iso-capacity configuration.

Final valid data and dispatched data of 2D/3D chips: Figure 13b plots the final valid data

of 2D and 3D chips under the “iso-capacity" configuration. As can be observed, a majority of the

data reside in 3D chips and 2D chips are not fully occupied. This is because, the total capacity of

2D chips is small and the GC overhead increases as the valid data that reside in chips increase.

Hence, Centaur uses 2D chips “conservatively". Figure 13c shows the data dispatched to the 2D

chips by the dispatcher. It can be observed that the amount of data sent to 2D chips varies across

workloads, and the majority of the data are sent 3D chips. By doing so, Centaur can achieve a better

SSD spent-lifetime.

Read/Write request breakdown: Figure 15 plots the breakdown of the read requests. The 2D

NAND in Centaur can provide a limited latency reduction in both the proposed SSD cases, since
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the capacity of a 3D NAND chip is much larger than that of its 2D counterpart (consequently, most

of the read requests are still served by 3D NAND).

Figure 14 plots the breakdown for the write requests. Note that since the write latencies of some

workloads, such as hm_1 and stg_1, can be successfully hidden by the DRAM buffer, the write

latencies of these workloads can be as low as 0. In comparison, the write latencies of the other

workloads are reduced since the small writes are dispatched to the short-latency 2D chips. Another

key observation is that the average write latencies of the channel-shared Centaur are shorter than

those of the channel-dedicated Centaur. This is because the channel-shared Centaur can evenly

distribute the writes across different channels; hence, the writes can be serviced by all channels

simultaneously, thereby minimizing the write latencies. In contrast, the channel-dedicated Centaur

can face the channel resource conflicts, where the writes are transferred to each chip one-by-one;

as a result, the write latencies are longer than the channel-shared counterparts. Therefore, we

propose to use the shared channel architecture for our Centaur.

6.2.2 The iso-die count comparison
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Fig. 16. Comparisons under the iso-die configuration.

Figures 16a and 16b plot, respectively, the lifetime and throughput comparison, under the iso-die-

count configuration. Note that this comparison is not fair under both the metrics, since replacing a

3D chip with a 2D one reduces the overall SSD capacity significantly. This capacity reduction in

turn increases the GC overheads, thereby reducing both lifetime and throughput. Hence, due to
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the capacity reduction, Centaur performs badly under some workloads, such as hm_1 and proj_2,

compared to the baseline. However, Centaur still outperforms the baseline in most of the workloads.

6.2.3 The extra-chip comparison
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Fig. 17. Comparisons with Different contributions of 2D capacity under the extra-chip configuration.

Since the previous two comparisons cannot fairly dem-onstrate the impact of Centaur under

different contributions of the 2D NAND to the total capacity, we also conducted an extra-chip

comparison. Figures 17a and 17b plot, respectively, the lifetime and throughput comparisons with

three different contributions of 2D NAND to the total capacity: 3%, 6%, and 12.6%. For example, 3%

means that the capacity of the total 2D NAND chips accounts for 3% of the total SSD capacity. We

observe that, as this percentage increases, both lifetime and throughput are improved significantly.

6.2.4 DRAM capacity sensitivity results
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Fig. 19. Sensitivity test for performance across different amount of DRAM capacities under the iso-capacity
configuration.

Figures 18 and 19 show the lifetime and throughput comparison under these different DRAM

capacities: 0M, 64M (baseline), and 128M. It is can be observed from Figure 18 that, as the DRAM
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capacity of the baseline increases from 0M to 64M, the lifetime of most workloads is significantly

reduced. This is because the small writes with a high temporal locality are successfully aggregated

to reduce the spent-lifetime. However, increasing the amount of DRAM buffer from 64M to 128M

only slightly reduces the spent-lifetime. This is because SSDs periodically (30 seconds in our

experiments) receive data flush commands from file systems and databases to flush data from its

DRAM buffers to NAND flash. As a result, DRAM buffer cannot accumulate small writes until an

“IDP unit"-granularity is reached, before writing it into 3D NAND. In contrast, Centaur can further

reduce the spent-lifetime under the 64M DRAM buffer compared to the baseline. Regarding the

throughput, as shown in Figure 19, the throughput of both the baseline and Centaur can be improved

by a larger DRAM capacity; but, the improvements quickly saturates, as the DRAM capacity is

doubled from 64M to 128MB. In summary, Centaur can improve both the degraded spent-lifetime

and throughput of 3D NAND-based SSDs under different amount of DRAM capacities.

6.2.5 Comparison against an SLC/MLC NAND SSD
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Fig. 20. Centaur and the approach proposed in [22] under the iso-capacity configuration.

We are not aware of any prior works, which propose to integrate 2D NAND and 3D NAND in

the same SSD to address the lifetime/performance problem of 3D NAND. The SLC/MLC SSD [22]

combines SLC and MLC NAND in the same monolithic 2D SSD. The SLC/MLC SSD dispatches

the hot and cold data to SLC and MLC NAND, respectively. The hotness information is calculated

using the request granularity distribution of the last epoch. To be more specific, the k-means (k

equals 2 in this case) clustering algorithm is used to cluster the distribution into two parts: hot

and cold granularities. The clustering thresholds are typically 4KB or 8KB, which means that, if a

request is smaller than or equal to 4KB or 8KB, they are dispatched to SLC NAND; otherwise, to

MLC NAND. To prevent SLC NAND from wearing out faster than MLC NAND, some hot requests

may be dispatched to MLC NAND according to the lifetime difference between SLC NAND and

MLC NAND. However, since the SLC/MLC SSD is essentially a 2D SSD proposal, this prior work

is not aware of distinct program granularities between 2D and 3D NAND. As a result, it cannot

address the targeted 3D NAND performance and lifetime issues.

Clearly, the SLC/MLC SSD cannot be compared against Centaur directly without modification,

since it is optimized for improving the throughput of a dual-channel memory-constrained 2D SSD,

where SLC NAND and MLC NAND use distinct channels. As a result, to perform a comparison

between Centaur and the SLC/MLC 2D SSD, we replace their memory-optimized specially-designed

block-level FTL with Centaur’s page-level FTL, so that their dispatch management can be run on

top of the conventional multi-channel SSD. In our implementation of [22] in a 2D/3D heterogeneous

SSD, we mapped 2D NAND to SLC NAND and 3D NAND to MLC NAND.

Figures 20a and 20b show the lifetime and throughput results for Centaur compared to the hybrid

SLC/MLC 2D SSD proposed by [22]. Centaur outperforms the SLC/MLC 2D SSD in both the metrics,

owing to our optimization for 3D NAND “IDP unit." It is to be noted that the SLC/MLC 2D SSD is

agnostic to the 3D NAND “IDP unit"; so, the small writes (which are larger than 8KB but much
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smaller than 96KB) are still executed by the 3D NAND. As a result, the 3D NAND lifetime in the

SLC/MLC 2D SSD configuration becomes much shorter compared to that in Centaur. Figures 20a

and 20b also compare our Centaur against the IDP-disabled (IDP-less) hybrid SLC/MLC 2D SSD

(the last bar for each benchmark). These results show that disabling the IDP can eliminate the small

write problem, but then the hybrid SLC/MLC SSD can suffer a very low throughput. The outcome

of this evaluation is that, one should not simply pick an existing hybrid dispatching strategy and

use it, as is, in the 2D/3D heterogeneous SSD. Instead, as Centaur does, one needs to be aware of

the 3D NAND-specific characteristics.

6.2.6 Centaur inter-NAND dispatcher results
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Fig. 22. Sensitivity test for performance across different DCs under the iso-capacity configuration.

We now report results from a dispatch condition (DC) sensitivity test of the shared-channel case,

under the iso-capacity configuration. Recall that DC is the condition used (by the dispatcher) to

dispatch requests to 2D and 3D NAND. Figures 21 and 22 give the lifetime and performance results,

respectively, for the baseline, cache mode, Centaur and Centaur with the static DC value, under

the iso-capacity configuration. The best static DC values for the lifetime for each trace fall in the

range between 32KB and cache mode (96K). This is because the request granularity distributions of

the different workloads are different; hence, Centaur with the static DC value cannot achieve the

best lifetime or performance. Note that, as shown in Figure 21, cache mode, which is essentially a

special case of Centaur with the DC value set to 96K, shortens the lifetime of the 2D NAND chips,

due to the 2D/3D redundant processing problem mentioned in Section 4.

Note that the best static DC value for the throughput is not the same as the best static DC value

for the lifetime, since Centaur is mainly optimized for the lifetime. Also, note that, cache mode,

which is discussed in Section 4 and Figure 7b-1, is essentially a special case of Centaur, where the

DC is set to 96K.

6.2.7 Centaur inter-NAND work stealer results
Figures 23a and 23b plot the Centaur lifetime and throughput results, respectively, with and without

the inter-NAND work stealer optimization enabled. On average, Centaur with the inter-NAND
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Fig. 23. Comparisons with and without using the workload stealing technique.

work stealer enabled improves lifetime by 13%. In particular, workloads such as proj_2 benefit

significantly, owing to the fewer number of small writes. This is because the 3D NAND chips are

replaced by the same capacity 2D NAND chips under the iso-capacity configuration. Consequently,

with the same number of writes to the 3D NAND, the 3D NAND chips in the proposed SSDs would

be under a heavier workload compared to the baseline. This heavier workload triggers more GC

operations, which in turn shortens the lifetime of the 3D NAND chips. Therefore, to prevent this

lifetime problem, the existence of the inter-NAND work stealer in Centaur is critical, as it balances

the writes across the 2D and 3D chips.

6.2.8 Centaur data migration results
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Fig. 24. Comparisons with uni-size data under the iso-capacity configuration.

The data migration in Centaur cannot be disabled, since it is used to guarantee that the 2D NAND

chips never run out of capacity. As a result, to isolate the performance and lifetime improvements

brought by data migration, we disable the dispatcher and the inter-NAND work stealer. Note

that the dispatcher is disabled by evaluating Centaur with the fixed granularity random pattern

write requests. Figures 24a and 24b plot the lifetime and throughput results, respectively, for the

iso-capacity configuration, with the dispatcher disabled. Both the performance and lifetime for the

small granularity requests are significantly improved, since all the requests are executed by the 2D

NAND, and the lifetime of the 3D NAND is prolonged. However, the large granularity requests

experience only limited or no lifetime improvement, since they encounter the same lifetime issue

discussed in Section 6.2.7. In Centaur, this lifetime issue is addressed by employing an inter-NAND

work stealer.

7 RELATEDWORK
We discuss related work under four categories:

Dynamic page allocationproposals (intra-NANDwork stealers):The dynamic(-granularity)

page allocation algorithms [30, 53, 54] are proposed to address the drawbacks of the static page

allocation (intra-NAND dispatcher) algorithms [35], where a request can only be processed by
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the specified NAND plane based on its address. Note that this constraint of static page allocation

algorithms can result in workload imbalance. And, this imbalance can in turn degrade the overall

SSD performance significantly. To improve performance, the dynamic page allocation algorithms

allow the lightly-loaded NAND planes to steal the requests originally destined to the heavily-loaded

NAND planes. However, these algorithms are designed for the homogeneous NAND SSDs, and

as shown in Section 6.2.7, they are not optimal for 2D/3D heterogeneous SSD, as far as lifetime

is concerned. Instead, in Centaur, the lifetime is successfully optimized by the inter-NAND work

stealer.

Hybrid-drive solutions: We are not aware of any 2D/3D hybrid-drive solution, but a few

SSD/HDD hybrid-drive solutions are available in Linux, such as Bcache [7], dm-cache [10], and

Flashcache [12]. Such prior solutions are “performance-driven," where random and sequential writes

are dispatched to SSDs and HDDs, respectively; hence, the system can extract the best performance

benefits from both types of drives. However, these prior solutions are not lifetime-optimized when

considering the 2D/3D hybrids. That is, under such solutions, small random writes would still be

sent to 3D SSDs under the employed load-balancing mechanisms [7]. Further, the hybrid-drive

solutions treat (2D) SSDs as an additional write-back cache; so, the capacity of (2D) SSDs is not

counted in the total capacity. In comparison, Centaur is optimized primarily for the SSD lifetime,

and both 2D and 3D NAND chips are accounted towards the total storage capacity.

Large page granularity proposals: Superpage [19] is a proposal to combine the pages in

multiple planes, dies, chips and even channels to form a “superpage." With the superpage support,

the SSD throughput can be improved, and the FTL design becomes simpler. However, an SSD

with a (large) superpage can face the same lifetime and performance issues discussed before. To

address these issues, the granularity of the “superpage" can be reduced by combining fewer pages.

However, as discussed earlier, the FSP page granularity cannot be arbitrarily reduced. Therefore,

in the IDP-enabled 3D NAND SSDs, one would still need Centaur to address the lifetime issues

caused by the small writes.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose Centaur, a novel 2D/3D NAND heterogeneous SSD to address the lifetime

and performance degradation problems caused by the “IDP unit" write granularity in emerging 3D

NAND SSDs. Specifically, as part of Centaur, we propose: (a) a lifetime-aware inter-NAND request

dispatcher, (b) a lifetime-aware inter-NAND work stealer, and (c) a data migration strategy. Our

dispatcher dispatches the write requests according to a dynamically-adjustable dispatch condition,

to prevent the 3D NAND chips from executing small granularity write requests. On the other hand,

the inter-NAND work stealer and the data migration components together balance the lifetime

between the 2D and 3D NAND chips. Our extensive experiments with various workloads show

that the lifetime and performance of a state-of-the-art 3D NAND based SSD are improved by 3.7x
and 1.11x , respectively, under the iso-capacity configuration.
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